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Specialist scanner for East
Coast cancer patients

“I’m thrilled to be able
to deliver services more
locally and avoid patients
and their families having
to travel long distances
for a diagnostic test,
which will hopefully
make things a little
easier for them.”

Cancer patients on the East Coast are being saved a 90 mile round trip for a crucial scan
with the launch of a specialist mobile scanner at Scarborough Hospital. The PET-CT scanner
produces detailed three-dimensional images of the inside of the body to determine how far the
cancer has spread and how well it’s responding to treatment.
Previously all cancer patients from York, Scarborough, Malton, Bridlington and Selby needed
to travel to other hospital sites to get access to this essential diagnostic test. The closest PET-CT
scanners are located at Castle Hill Hospital in Hull, St James in Leeds and James Cook Hospital
in Middlesbrough.
Continues on page 9
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Message from the Chair
I am delighted to have been appointed as the
new Chair of the Trust, and I am very pleased
to have this opportunity to introduce myself.
Originally from Northern Ireland, I have lived in
York for five years and have family connections
across Yorkshire, particularly on the East Coast,
where my wife, Katie, grew up. We have a
three-year-old son, Luca, who was born in York
Hospital. He is looking forward to being joined by
a little brother or sister in July.
Alan Downey

I have worked in or with public sector organisations
for most of my career. I am passionate about
the NHS, and all my recent non-executive roles
have been in the NHS, including a spell as a Trust
Chair at South Tees Hospitals. It was a role I really
enjoyed, and it feels quite special to be able to take
on the same role in my home Trust.

Having started my term as Chair on 1 February,
I will spend the next few weeks getting to know
the organisation, how it works and the challenges
it faces. The best way to do this is not by reading
papers – although I will be doing plenty of
that – but by getting out and meeting my new
colleagues in all parts of the Trust, in all care
groups and departments and in all the places we
deliver services.
You know far better than I do how tough the last
couple of years have been, and how hard we will
need to work to recover from the pandemic. I am
keen to understand your perspective on what is
working well and less well, the issues we face and
the steps we need to take - I want to listen and
learn. So, if you see me out and about, do please
stop me and say hello!

Celebrating
Children’s Mental
Health Week
Children’s mental health is something our teams are well aware of and does not go
unnoticed in Child Health Services.
February celebrates Children’s Mental Health Week (7-13 February) and this year’s
theme was Growing Together.
To highlight this theme, the play team at York Hospital offered activities relating to
growing together, such as making flowers and chatting about emotional growth
and development.
Leanne Haycock, Play Specialist Team Leader, said: “It’s a week of recognising
emotional growth and strength through pushing yourself to achieve something out
of your comfort zone. Being in hospital is definitely a zone of discomfort for many
and can be an emotional challenge for both patients and carers.
“The play team work with the patients to help overcome their emotional anxiety
during their stay through providing fun activities suitable to all ages, even parents
of babies. It’s is something we do through all weeks of the year so it is lovely to
recognise it this week, and show appreciation to the hard work of patients pushing
through their emotional barriers.”
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Nicola Lockwood, Matron for Child Health, added: “No child or young person
should have to face mental health problems on their own and we are delighted
to support Children’s Mental Health Week. It’s been a difficult couple of years for
children coming into hospital, with staff having to wear masks and not being able
to communicate quite in the same way we did prior to the pandemic. Sometimes
it’s taken a little bit extra effort to put children and families at ease and I’m
extremely proud of the way everyone has done so much to minimise the effect on
children’s mental health when they come to hospital in a pandemic.”
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Child health services
among top 20

PATIENT AND FAMILY COMMENTS

The wards came out top for
being quiet enough for patients
to sleep easily and children liked
the food provided as well as
being happy with the hospital
Wi-Fi.

Nicola Lockwood, Matron for
Child Health, said: “Not only
are we in the top 20 percent
of Trusts for more than half of
the survey, the results are an
improvement on the previous
year so we are delighted. It
is very satisfying to see that
children and their families
reported they were happy with
the way staff talked to them
about their care, and that staff
were available when a child
needed attention.
“It’s really important that we
treat our patients as individuals
and we scored well on children

“Food was
perfect, plenty
of choice.”

feeling as though they were
being given enough privacy
when they were receiving care
and treatment and that they
were able to talk to a doctor or
nurse without their parent or
carer being there.”
Since last year the team have
been working to improve timely
discharges and have been
working with the Trust Patient
Safety team to get children
home for lunch if they are fit to
go home.

“The Consultants were
lovely and the A&E staff
were great.”

“I was really impressed by the
care given to my son and also to
me while we were in the hospital.
The staff were very attentive and
gentle, explained everything fully
and just generally showed that
they cared.”

“We are also investing in our
patients with mental health
difficulties by employing a full
time child and mental health
nurse to support patients and
staff.”

Nicola continued: “One of
our priorities for this year is to
improve services for parents and
carers and this will include a
newly refurbished parent’s room
on Ward 17 to make the stay

“My daughter was moved from A&E to
the ward very quickly. All in all it was a
very stress free visit and I left feeling she
had received the best care.”

“Hospital staff were
lovely, kind. Made to
feel comfy and gave
good advice.”

for families and carers more
pleasant.

Nicola Lockwood,
Matron for Child Health

“Really made me and my little
boy feel safe. The care provided
was excellent and kept informed.
You’re all doing an amazing job!
Thank you.”

“The staff are amazing
- particularly the ward
sister and matron.”

“The children’s play
team were amazing!”
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Results of the ‘Children
and Young People’s Patient
Experience Survey 2020’ saw
the Trust in the top 20 percent
for more than half of responses
from parents, carers and
children and young people aged
0-15.

Crucially the 12-15 age children
felt the ward was suitable for
their age group.

pch.vector - br.freepik.com

A national survey by the CQC
has placed the Trust in the top
20 percent in the country for
how well children felt they were
looked after when they had to
stay in hospital.
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Radiology information system (RIS) Project
team, Radiology including Amber Lee, Tom
Skidmore, Craig Staniforth, Dr Dan Petty, York
The RIS project was a large scale, complex project to create a fully electronic workflow
for processing radiology requests. The team are nominated for working tirelessly both in
working hours and in their own time at weekends and leave to implement the project.
The team involved cross department working between radiology and digital information
services managed by Tom Skidmore, Radiology PACS Manager, who was the project
manager for this as well as doing his day job. All are praised for going above and beyond
to get the project over the line and in the go live weeks an extreme amount of hours
were put in to address and deal with very complex issues. The team demonstrated the
Trust values at the highest level in the way they have communicated and supported each
other during what has been a very high stress project.

Amy Scott, Medical Secretary, York
Amy is described by colleagues as the mainstay of the team and, while not in a clinical
role, is a shining example of what an ambassador of the NHS should be. She provides
a guiding hand to the younger members and trains new recruits, while still managing
to maintain her own significant workload. Her work ethic is described as ‘beyond
reproach’ and she works hard to make sure that all patients, including cancer patients,
have the support and information they need as quickly as possible, to reduce their stress
given the tribulations they are facing. Recently the Coroner’s Office emailed in thanks
of Amy’s constant prompt help and assistance and how she helps the bereaved. ‘Amy
goes over and above to support everyone, especially the patients within the Respiratory
Department, and I do not know what I would have done without her this past year’.

Laura Barron, Deputy Sister, ward 11, York
Hospital
On Laura’s way home from a trip out with her mum she was first on scene at a road
traffic collision where the vehicle was on fire. She immediately noticed there were two
fatalities and alone Laura managed to pull a third male casualty from the burning car.
She asked her mum to alert emergency services and performed CPR and immediate life
support as the car burst into flames. Laura performed CPR until emergency crews took
over and stayed until almost midnight to assist crews with information and support before
driving back home to York. She arrived home just before 2am, slept and came to work the
following morning for 7am despite the trauma and shock. Laura described the experience
as the hardest task of her career.
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Ed Smith, Deputy Medical Director, Emergency
Department, Scarborough Hospital
Ed is often seen walking around the department ensuring things run efficiently and is known
for his calm approach on shifts. He is nominated by colleagues for his care and compassion
for a homeless patient who often ends up at the department with alcohol related issues. This
visit was no exception and although it was noted that this patient should see a specialist,
he would need to return another day. When he said he had nowhere to go Ed took over
and spoke to him to assess the situation. Despite the patient’s ongoing issues and a lack of
personal care, Ed made the relevant phone calls needed to find the best course of action for
this patient, remaining professional and showing genuine concern. The patient was able to
speak to who he needed on the phone and wait in the waiting room for the right care.
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Hannah Al-Mutar, Occupational Therapist, Community Services
Hannah is nominated by a colleague who describes her as ‘just amazing’, offering a wonderful holistic approach to all her patients - her
compassion, wealth of knowledge, and expertise in palliative care is so essential to all the patients and families she meets. Hannah is
approachable, responsive and recognises the needs of patients under her care. For those who work alongside, knowing that Hannah and
her colleagues are involved always offers a sense of reassurance and knowledge that the patient’s needs will be assessed and addressed in a
timely way. The feedback from patients and families after Hannah has been is always excellent with an overwhelming sense of compassion
and support. ‘We could not support our patients without the expertise of Hannah and all her AHP colleagues’.

Community Partnership set to
improve patient care
A new partnership between York Hospital, GPs
and community services is improving care for
patients in the Vale of York.
Dr Emma Olandj and Dr Daniel Kimberling have
been appointed as Clinical Directors for Adult
Community Services in Care Group 1 at York and
Scarborough Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust, with support from Nimbuscare and the Vale
of York CCG.
The clinical leadership role is aimed at supporting
teams in the community to provide the best
service to local people and initial focus includes
improving wound care, care for people living with
frailty and respiratory conditions and access to
community diagnostic services, all areas that have
been identified as important for patients in our
communities.
Planning for a patient going home from hospital
is of vital importance and needs to be safe and
well supported for patients. Being able to safely
and efficiently discharge patients home plays a
crucial role in being able to admit new patients
to hospital and the new role will strengthen links
between community and hospital based teams.

Dr Emma Olandj, said: “It is a true example of
integrated care, hospital and community teams
working together with primary care clinicians
to focus on patient care in community. We are
here to help the community team, provide a fresh
perspective but also to listen to new ideas and
see examples of good practice. This partnership
is a true example of integrated care - hospital
and community teams working together with
primary care clinicians to focus on patient care in
community.”

Dr Emma Olandj

Both GPs have had an interest and admiration for
the community team since spending time with
them as part of their training to become a doctor
and are delighted to join the team.
Dr Daniel Kimberling, said: “We’re looking
forward to working with community teams to
optimise the patient’s journey by anticipating
patient needs in the community to help prevent
admissions and helping support a safe discharge
process. Even the smallest of positive changes can
have a massive impact on improving patient care
and staff satisfaction. We are delighted to join an
organisation that is so committed to quality.”

Dr Daniel Kimberling

50 years a nurse
After training to be a nurse at the age of 17 in Zimbabwe, Kate
Mann, Staff Nurse on Head and Neck at York Hospital, has finally
hung up her uniform for the last time after 50 years.
Kate wanted to be a nurse from the age of four when she had
her tonsils out: “I have never ever regretted a day and have had a
wonderful career embracing many aspects of nursing, from third
world bush clinics delivering babies and family planning, private
nursing for a wealthy titled lady in Capri, to the strange world of
first world American healthcare in Miami!”
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Kate settled in the NHS which she has made her home for 33 years
in Head and Neck nursing and became an expert in wound care for
head and neck skin cancers where she has taught many a student
and new staff nurses her craft. Surgery in head and neck can be
very visible and often causes patients to be very anxious about their
appearance and Kate is known to always do her best to make them
feel positive about the end result.
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National
Apprenticeship
Week highlights
opportunities
This February the Apprenticeship Team has highlighted some of
the fantastic apprenticeship programmes available to staff during
National Apprenticeship Week.
Apprenticeships are funded training programmes that can help
staff develop within their job role and in turn enhance their future
NHS career. Since 2017 over 442 staff have accessed apprenticeship
programmes. They benefit staff in all types of roles both clinical and
non-clinical.
A new occupational therapy apprenticeship has recently been
created, the first one in the Trust, thanks to the efforts of Ruth
Ferguson, Occupational Therapy Professional Lead and the support
of the clinical workforce development coordinator, apprenticeships
lead and apprenticeship team.
“In 2021 we supported the development and establishment of the
Level 6 Occupational Therapy Apprenticeship, looking to sponsor
substantive employees who were currently working as a generic
therapy assistant, occupational therapy or physiotherapy assistant
within a therapy team who wanted to become an occupational
therapist.
“Practical support from the Trust apprenticeship team and
collaboration with the higher education institute meant that
recruitment was exciting and seamless as we interviewed jointly
with the higher education institute and operational managers.
“We developed a good working relationship with the higher
education institute and as a Trust we were involved in discussions
and input into the development of the OT programme and
validation. Together with the Royal College of Occupational
Therapists we looked at the programme delivery model,
structure, roles and responsibilities, and were given clear lines of
communication with the higher education institute.”

FEBRUARY 2022

Ruth learned that, with the right support to help navigate
the system, it doesn’t have to be daunting to establish an
apprenticeship. Early communication with the higher education
institute and continued communication between all parties,
including the apprentices themselves, was key to the success.
“This process has been very exciting and we had a lot of interest.
People in therapy assistant roles were now given an alternative
career direction. We really enjoyed conducting the interviews - I
know the operational manager, senior lecturer and I were truly

impressed and proud of the candidates who applied and who
interviewed. The calibre of candidates was so high!
“It really shows what a wealth of talent, skill, and enthusiasm is out
there in our unregistered, assistant workforce. I learnt that we really
needed an opportunity for people in support roles to develop in
their career should they wish to.
“There is more work to do around what the support for mentors
looks like locally and we need to create further understanding of
the OT apprentice role within therapy teams. Our ambition is to
continue to offer this opportunity for our therapy assistants and
unregistered workforce and we will be starting to recruit for the
2022-2023 OT Apprenticeship cohort - so watch this space!”
Apprenticeships are really benefiting IT training according to Eoin Ó
Cuinneagáin, Pathology IT Systems Manager in Laboratory Medicine
at York Hospital: “The apprenticeship programme is a great
resource. It has allowed me to arrange a relevant and useful suite
of IT training for one of my technical support team which shows in
the work they do and the self-confidence they have gained, without
having to worry unduly about the costs as the Trust is already signed
up to the process.
“The examinations alongside the training allowed me to have
confidence that the time allotted to them was well spent, and the
fact that the qualifications are industry recognised meant my staff
member was motivated to pass them. It’s a ‘win-win’ insofar as I
know that they have learned the material without having to know it
myself, while they in turn know they are valued as it protects them
from having outdated skills.
“Training IT support personnel
in the relevant and forever
changing technical competencies
they need, is a perennial
problem. I would highly
recommend this approach to all
managers looking to invest in
staff. There looks to be some
excellent new courses available
now so I am sure we will use
this again.”
Eoin Ó Cuinneagáin, Pathology IT
Systems Manager in Laboratory Medicine

Continued on next page
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Meet some of our hardworking apprentices who are achieving at all levels:

Byron Stevenson-Wightwick works in main theatres at
Scarborough Hospital as a Theatre Practitioner - leading and
managing teams - and is a link practitioner for the Operating
Department Practitioner students. He has recently trained
under the apprenticeship team to achieve Level 3 Team Leader
Supervisor.
Byron recommends the training to any practitioner in a team
leadership or supervisor role: “The training has helped me
understand the wider picture on how departments work
together and the department’s needs and also leadership and
learning styles. It’s really helped with my time management
and decision making skills. Even better it is learning on the job
and is really flexible.”

Cathryn said: “I
was attracted to the
apprenticeship as it is
learning to expand my
skills and it helps me build
confidence in my knowledge.
I have enjoyed the variety
and learning new things.”

Christopher Drinkeld, Stroke
Rehabilitation Assistant
works at White Cross Court
and is now training to be an
Occupational Therapist on
the apprenticeship scheme:
“I love being able to learn
while still working and
earning a salary. I’m able
to receive in-work support
to implement learning and
continue to gain experience.
I’ve really enjoyed the
learning environment and
learning OT theory.”

Information Analyst Darren
Foston works in the
Information Team at York
Hospital and joined the
scheme to study the Level 4
Data analyst apprenticeship:
“It relates to my job role and
helps my knowledge and skill
base. I’ve learned new skills
and techniques - especially
SQL which I really enjoyed.”

Ollie Milner works at York
Hospital as a Pathology IT
Technician and is taking
the Level 3 Infrastructure
Technician apprenticeship:
“I have learnt new skills and
particularly enjoyed learning
about cloud computing. I’d
recommend it to anybody as
a way of progressing in your
career.”

Cathryn Wheeler,
Recruitment Assistant works
in the recruitment team at
Scarborough Hospital and is
on the Level 3 Recruitment
Consultant course.

Sophie Boyes is an Allied Health Professional Operational
Manager at York Hospital on the Level 7 Senior Leader
Masters Degree course, giving her the opportunity to
further develop leadership knowledge and skills: “Studying
whilst continuing to work in my current role enabled me to
consolidate and apply the learning on the MBA programme.
Having an onsite mentor was incredibly valuable in providing
space to reflect. I’ve really enjoyed learning alongside
apprentices from other industries, sharing experiences and
resources.”
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James Pickup is a
learning administrator
in the Post Graduate
Annex at Scarborough
Hospital. He was looking
for the chance to learn
new skills to help with
career progression
and is training on
the Level 2 Customer
Service Practitioner
apprenticeship. James has
enjoyed learning about
the different aspects
of the NHS covered
in his apprenticeship:
“Apprenticeships are
great opportunities to
further your skill set
and I will soon have
the building blocks to
progress further in the
Trust.”

Apprentice Nicola Allton
is a Therapy Assistant at
York Hospital training on
the Level 6 Occupational
Therapist apprenticeship
which allows her to
learn theory at university
and also have the
opportunity to put it
into action in her job:
“I was looking for an
opportunity to progress,
but also didn’t want to
leave my job as I have
children and this was
not financially feasible
for our family. I am
enjoying the diversity of
the modules and using
what we are learning at
university. It’s rewarding
to see how the theory
applies in practice and
being able to reflect and
discuss with my work
based mentor.”
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Positive Approach to
Care Workshop
A dementia workshop designed to help people understand and recognise the differences
in what is normal and not normal when it comes to brain ageing is now open to book on
learning hub.
The workshop encourages an understanding of how people can adapt their behaviours to
support a person living with dementia.
Sonia English, Advanced Clinical Specialist Dementia and Frailty, said: “It is an internationally
acclaimed Positive Approach to Care Programme supporting learners with skills in changing
behaviours that challenge dementia. It includes certain techniques such as Hand under
Hand, de-escalating crisis, feeding and much more.

Sonia English, Advanced Clinical
Specialist Dementia and Frailty

“The workshops are open to all clinical and non-clinical staff and have previously been well
received by porters, nurses, HCAs, therapists and even staff experiencing supporting people
living with dementia in their own lives.”
Dates for 2022 are now live on the learning hub.

Digital trial for mobile
observations
A project to develop digital records for patient observations that can be recorded on a
mobile phone or tablet is being trialled at York Hospital.
The new clinical digital documentation project is aimed at moving away from the many
paper versions of assessments and care plans to have a single in-patient care record.
Nik Coventry, Lead Nurse for the project, said: “This new software allows users to
record patient observations on a Trust mobile phone or tablet. Our first pilots on Ward
11 and AMU are going really well and we are in the process of putting more charging
stations in place so that we can take the pilot to Scarborough Hospital to Lilac and
Maple wards.
“It’s been very encouraging and we’ve had lots of positive
feedback so far. Requests for more functions - such as being able
to record blood sugars on mobiles - seems to be high on people’s
wish lists. The next steps of our development will focus on nursing
assessments and care plans, including assessments for falls risk,
malnutrition and pressure damage to skin.
“Huge thanks to the development team for their hard work, and
the ward teams for trialling this for us. It has the potential to make
a huge difference to patient safety and quality of care as well as
bringing benefits to staff and the way that they will be able to work
in the future.”
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For more information please contact Lead Nurse Nik.coventry@york.
nhs.uk
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Specialist scanner for East
Coast cancer patients
The specialist scan means that clinicians can more quickly identify
the presence, location and severity of cancers and the information is
used to help ensure patients receive the right treatment.
Currently the scanner is on site one day a week and can complete
14-16 scans per day. The service is being run in partnership with the
UK’s specialist provider of diagnostic and healthcare solutions, Alliance
Medical Limited, whose mobile unit will be located in a newly created
area on the ambulance roadway near the current A&E department.
Christine Norris, Cancer Improvement and Performance Manager,
who has led the project, said: “I’m thrilled to be able to deliver
services more locally and avoid patients and their families having to
travel long distances for a diagnostic test, which will hopefully make
things a little easier for them.
“As well as being great news for our patients, it is a fantastic
opportunity for our staff who are able to use their specialist skills
to report these scans locally, providing a service to patients and
working more closely with their referring clinician.
“It’s been around two years in the making and a huge team effort
from departments across the Trust, our partners and in particular
the York and Scarborough Hospitals Charity who have helped
fund this vital service. Despite challenges and delays due to the
pandemic, this new service will support our cancer patients for
many years to come and we are rightly proud of being able to
provide this locally.”

York and Scarborough Hospital Charity provided £110,000 to help
get the project off the ground.
Rachel Brook, Charity Operations Manager, said: “Travelling
for these scans is time consuming, costly and tiring for
patients and their families especially when they are going
through such an emotional time. Being able to support this
type of project is fantastic and I’m sure our dedicated fundraisers
would agree.”

David Cahill, Chief Commercial and
Strategy Officer from Alliance Medical
says: “Alliance Medical are delighted
to be able to add this further location
to provide access for PET-CT scans.
We continue our commitment to
providing a national network of PETCT which provides world class levels
of service for our patients and in
partnership with the NHS.”

Tips for a time-saving meeting
The ODIL team has put together some
tips for best practice when it comes to
managing meetings. Put simply, the four Ps
of meeting management – Plan, Prepare,
Participate, Pursue – is a guideline for
making the most of your precious time.

Purpose – can you specify the purpose
and goal of the meeting? Don’t schedule a
meeting until you know why you want to
have it
Scheduling – avoid back to back and
enforce this, set boundaries and make time

Attendance – who needs to be there and
why
Venue – consider more creative approaches
such as virtual meetings, walking meetings,
stand up meetings, drive-through meetings
where some people pop in and out to
update and then leave.

With a bit of preparation it is possible for
everyone to attend fewer unnecessary
meetings, achieve more in the meeting and
be more likely to follow up on their actions.

Plan

for a break if your boundaries are being
ignored

Prepare
Provide an agenda before the meeting, in
order and with timings. Appoint a Chair
and agree ground rules. Check quoracy.
Appoint a minute taker.

Participate
Chair responsibilities - Keep the group
focused and the meeting to
time. Manage group dynamics and
provide clarity around individual

contributions. Challenge individuals
and groups on their responsibilities and
respect everyone’s contribution. Revisit
purpose of the meeting and reconfigure if
required.
Individual responsibilities - Arrive on
time and be prepared. Be present – turn
off distractions and stay focused. Actively
listen and participate constructively.
Acknowledge peoples differences.
Group responsibilities - Agree how you
need to ‘be’ together. Collaborate and
develop relationships in the interest of
the purpose and outcome and respect
everyone’s agenda. Bring ‘corridor
conversations’ into the meeting and checkin with each other.

Pursue
Summarise the outcome and check actions
are agreed. Seek clarity before you leave.
Follow up on actions.
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With operational pressures so high there is
a real demand on people to find the time
to attend those essential meetings that help
with the smooth running of the Trust.

STAFFMATTERS

A regular section bringing
you the latest news and
developments to support
staff wellbeing

Staff Wellbeing
SCBU wellbeing board

Book your sleep webinar
Humber, Coast and Vale Health and Care Partnership have
partnered with the Sleep School to offer some fantastic sleep
focused webinars for anyone having difficulties with sleep.
It tackles all aspects including shift patterns, feeling stressed,
wanting to feel more refreshed or just wanting to pick up helpful
tips for a loved one.
To book and for more information please visit
www.bookwhen.com/hcv

Menopause workshops
The menopause workshops run by the Humber Coast and Vale
(HCV) wellbeing hub have received excellent feedback from the
latest attendees and are proving both educational and thought
provoking.

The challenges of the past two years have tested staff wellbeing
both physically and mentally. With this in mind the team at York
SCBU decided they would look at ideas to improve their own
wellbeing at work.
Bernie Wood, Neonatal Outreach Sister, explained: “Recently staff
wellbeing has suffered a major onslaught and, as we always do,
staff respond by going above and beyond.
“We looked at some virtual wellbeing training – Caring for Yourself
and Your Colleagues – where people shared their thoughts. I was
very impressed with the ideas people had come up with. With this
in mind, and using the white board already in our staff kitchen,
we turned it into a staff wellbeing board. We added support
information and where to seek help, as there is already a huge
amount of information available on Staff Room.

“Feedback from HCV shows people have found the session really
valuable and meaningful. It encourages people to talk within their
own teams and has helped managers become more knowledgeable
about what staff may be going through and find it easier to discuss
with them and identify anything to help.
“Without doubt it is raising awareness for many people in the
workplace which is a very positive move towards understanding
what can help and where to find the support.”
More details of the various sessions and how to book can be found
on Staff Room news.
Trust resources, including a virtual workshop can be found on the
Occupational Health, wellbeing services page on Staff Room.

- br.freepik.

com

“The idea is that quotes and recommendations can be renewed
regularly with the various colours. On an opposite wall is a giant
colouring in poster of fairies and their homes for staff to colour in
with coloured pencils which seems to have had a positive response.
Staff on their breaks have really embraced the idea and are busy
filling in all the areas - nothing like a bit of mindfulness to help
people switch off!”

vectorjuice
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“There are positive quotes, little suggestions about how to maintain
our physical and emotional wellbeing and a checklist of ideas for
when we have finished a shift and how to prepare for home. We
also share recommendations for books, films and TV on the various
viewing platforms we all have.

Gayna Wallis, Specialist Nurse Practitioner for Occupational Health
said: “We’re really pleased to see this resource so freely available in
the Trust as we have long recognised the impact of the menopause
on our workforce. The Trust has a set of resources available for staff
and these workshops supplement this information so that people
have more choice of how they access support.
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Living the Trust Values
– Bridlington Hospital
When Matron Sarah Freer joined
the team at Bridlington Hospital
the first thing she noticed was
how helpful everyone was, and
how clearly they embodied
the Trust values of kindness,
openness and excellence.
First impressions did not
disappoint and Sarah saw
more and more of the values
and behaviours displayed
as Bridlington Hospital staff
stepped up to play their part in
helping the Trust to cope with
the latest wave of Covid, as well
as getting a new community
unit opened on time.
Sarah said: “Elective
orthopaedic surgery on Kent
Ward was put on hold for
two weeks while Bridlington
Hospital took patients to help
decompress some wards at
Scarborough Hospital. This
reduced pressures in ED and
supported patient flow through
Scarborough Hospital. It was a
completely new way of working

for the Kent team as the criteria
of patients were very different
and they covered extra shifts
to promote safe patient care.
Ultimately it improved patient
experience, patient safety and
provided a place of safety for
the patient to remain whilst
awaiting packages of care.”
To help continue to run
orthopaedic surgery, Lloyd Ward
stepped in to take some patients
from Kent Ward who could be
managed as a day case.
As well as all the changes
made because of Covid, a
new Bridlington Community
Unit was due to open. This
meant trauma and orthopaedic
outpatients and the fracture
clinic had to be moved to
another clinical area with only
two days’ notice to ensure
Thornton Ward could be
renovated for the new unit.
Sarah continued: “The team
packed up the clinics and

moved all furniture and
equipment into storage whilst
their new area was prepared.
This took over two weeks and
during this time the clinics
continued to run from a
smaller area. Staff gave up their
personal time to attend work to
ensure the clinics could run so
patient care was not affected.
“It’s been a huge joint effort
from everyone here - the
facilities teams, estates,
catering, procurement, IT,
pharmacy, medical engineering
and countless members of
the CG2 team and Hackness
surgery. Johnson Ward pitched
in to support with staffing the
area, rotating between both
units to provide consistent
patient care.
“All worked together so
well to operationalise the
Bridlington Community Unit
which opened on schedule at
the end of January. Despite all
of this being a huge ask there

was no grumbling, everyone
was kind, considerate and
went above and beyond to
help - really wanting to make
a difference for patients on
the East Coast.
“It was extremely rewarding
to be a part of this and it most
definitely felt the Bridlington
Hospital community came
together to demonstrate what
they were capable of doing.”

PICTURE Sarah Freer
PLUS values strip

Sarah Freer

RESEARCH NEWS
The Research and Development team continue to build and develop
the relationship with York St John University, most recently with an
award winning research paper.
The paper won an international award at the Abdominal Wall
Reconstruction Europe 2022 conference.
Professor Andy Hill, partnership lead at York St John University,
said: “It is really pleasing to see our collaborative work being
recognised. I am sure there will be more to come as we continue to
work together to conduct research that makes a real difference to
people’s lives.”
Lydia Harris, Head of Research and Development, said: “The
relationship we have progressed offers staff development
opportunities such as joint posts, academic resources and provides
access to educational support.”

Pre-doctoral Fellowship now open
The National Institute for Health Care Research (NIHR) Academy has
just launched the fourth round of funding by the Department of
Health and Social Care (DHSC). The application window closes at
1pm on 17 March 2022.
Pre-doctoral Fellowships are designed to support people who
are looking to start or advance a career in health and social care
research methodology.
Applicants should either have completed, or are about to complete
their undergraduate degree in a relevant subject or already hold, or
are undertaking a master’s degree, or are currently undertaking one
relevant to one of the areas above. Applicants without a master’s
degree should use the Fellowship to undertake a master’s degree in
one of the areas listed.
Those already holding or completing a relevant master’s degree
should use the Fellowship to gain additional support and training
to advance to the next level of their career, for example, training in
a specific methodology or pilot work to inform a higher fellowship
application such as a PhD. For more information please contact lisa.
ballantine@york.nhs.uk
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Strong relationships continue with
York St John University

How will you go 10k Any Way?
You may have read in the previous issue that
we launched 10k Any Way for 2022. There’s
still time to sign up if you haven’t already!
Why not put a team together from your
department? Run it in one go? Walk 10k a
day? Cycle laps of your local park? It’s up
to you! However you get involved, you’ll be
making a huge difference to your hospital!
For a £10 registration fee, you will receive an
event t-shirt, certificate and special 10k Any
Way medal for taking part!
Sign up at www.york.nhs.uk/10k

Meet Fred the
skeleton!

2022 Challenge
Events Calendar
• Sunset Walk - 14 May
• York 10k - 7 August
• Great North Run - 11 September
• Family Walk - 17 September
• Yorkshire 3 Peaks - 17 September

Thanks to donations, we were able to fund Fred for the
plaster room at Scarborough Hospital.

FEBRUARY 2022

The skeleton has recently been useful to treat an autistic
child, who was very apprehensive about his treatment. Fred
was able to visit the child to put him at ease by distracting
him and allowing staff to talk him through his injuries.
Fred is used to help explain to patients about their injuries
by pointing out the bone and explaining the process of
recovery.
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Pick up a copy
of our latest
newsletter!

